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Masterful
Foreword Reviews INDIEFAB 2016 Book of the Year Award
Finalist. Some endings are inevitable, but so are some
stories. Cora, the principal’s goth daughter, is not exactly
popular Duke Meyer’s type. Still, Duke finds himself
inexplicably drawn to her dark eyes and mysterious manner.
She makes it clear she doesn’t return his admiration, but
when a burst appendix lands Duke in the hospital, he and
Cora will be forced to come together by the most unlikely
intermediary: her eight-year-old brother, Jaime. So begins an
epic tale—that of Ghostboy, Chameleon and the Duke of
Graffiti. A tale of three normal kids who, against all odds, will
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become exceptional.A tale of hopes and dreams, of indelible
friendship and first love. Ghostboy, Chameleon & the Duke of
Graffiti is a gorgeous debut novel that will resonate with the
thoughtful fans of John Green’s blockbuster The Fault in Our
Stars.

When Wishes Bleed
One of the glories of Elizabethan drama: Marlowe's powerful
retelling of the story of the learned German doctor who sells
his soul to the devil in exchange for knowledge and power.
Footnotes.

Studying Poetry
Reeling from new revelation, Zwaantie wants to hide in her
room and forget everyone. Since she is Sol's soon to be
queen, that is not an option. Zwaantie must now to learn love
Leo, something she's struggled with from the moment he set
foot in her life. Now, lives depend on it. With him investigating
deaths in far away kingdoms, it seems a near impossible
task. Further complicated by his brother Ari proclaiming his
love for her at every turn, Zwaantie isn't sure if it's possible for
her to save not only her own life, but those of all her friends in
Stella. When attempts on her life throw her right into Ari's
arms, she must once again decide if she's going to step up
and do the right thing or follow her heart. Deceit, love, and
betrayal will take you on an emotional ride through this
exciting third installment of Stella and Sol.

Camilla, Or a Picture of Youth
Brea Robinson is a murderer. That's what everyone tells her
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when she's accused of killing her best friend. Her mother
always claimed she belonged in a straitjacket. Turns out, she
was right. When the man with flashing violet eyes whisks her
through a portal into a world beyond her imagination, a world
vicious in its beauty and wicked in its lies, Brea begins to
wonder if she was ever crazy at all. Every hallucination she's
ever had is real, but this new world has its own set of lies and
questions. Why are three royals prepared to battle over her?
Who is Griffin O'Shea, and why did he abduct her? And does
falling in love with a man trapping her in this deadly land
mean she really has lost her mind after all? There is only one
thing Brea knows: She can't trust anything. Not her mind. Not
her heart. And certainly not the Fae who claims he's trying to
keep her safe. Book one in Queens of the Fae series, click
now to be transported into a world where lies abound, family
can't always be trusted, and falling in love is the most
dangerous deed of all. The Queens of the Fae series: Fae's
Deception Fae's Defiance Fae's Destruction Filled with
complex characters, dangerous stakes, slow-burn romance,
lots of tension and courageous risks, I devoured FAE'S
DECEPTION in one sitting and immediately begged M. LYNN
and MELISSA A. CRAVEN for more. You'll binge this series, I
promise. -Raye Wagner, USA Today Bestselling author of YA
Fantasy

Feather
This is the first complete translation into English of Hugh of
Saint Victor's Didascalicon. Composed in the late 1130s, the
Didascalicon selects and defines all of the important areas of
knowledge, demonstrating that not only are these areas
essentially integrated, but that in their integrity they are
necessary for the attainment of human perfection and divine
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destiny.

The Didascalicon of Hugh of St. Victor
April 18, 1906: A massive earthquake rocks San Francisco
just before daybreak, igniting a devouring inferno. Lives are
lost, lives are shattered, but some rise from the ashes forever
changed. Sophie Whalen is a young Irish immigrant so
desperate to get out of a New York tenement that she
answers a mail-order bride ad and agrees to marry a man she
knows nothing about. San Francisco widower Martin Hocking
proves to be as aloof as he is mesmerizingly handsome.
Sophie quickly develops deep affection for Kat, Martin's silent
five-year-old daughter, but Martin's odd behavior leaves her
with the uneasy feeling that something about her newfound
situation isn't right. Then one early-spring evening, a stranger
at the door sets in motion a transforming chain of events.
Sophie discovers hidden ties to two other women. The first,
pretty and pregnant, is standing on her doorstep. The second
is hundreds of miles away in the American Southwest,
grieving the loss of everything she once loved. The fates of
these three women intertwine on the eve of the devastating
earthquake, thrusting them onto a perilous journey that will
test their resiliency and resolve and, ultimately, their belief
that love can overcome fear. From the acclaimed author of
The Last Year of the War and As Bright as Heaven comes a
gripping novel about the bonds of friendship and mother love,
and the power of female solidarity.

The Devil's Dictionary (or The Cynic's Wordbook:
Unabridged with all the Definitions)
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Devil's Dictionary (or The
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Cynic's Wordbook: Unabridged with all the Definitions)" is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed
table of contents. The book is a classic satire in the form of a
dictionary on which Bierce worked for decades. It was
originally published in 1906 as The Cynic's Word Book before
being retitled in 1911. A number of the definitions are
accompanied by satiric verses, many of which are signed with
comic pseudonyms. It offers reinterpretations of terms in the
English language which lampoon cant and political doubletalk as well as other aspects of human foolishness and frailty.
The definitions provide satirical, witty and often politically
pointed representations of the words that is seeks to "define".
The Devil's Dictionary has inspired many imitations both in its
day and more recently. Ambrose Gwinnett Bierce (1842 –
1914?) was an American satirist, critic, poet, editor and
journalist. Bierce became a prolific author of short stories
often humorous and sometimes bitter or macabre. His dark,
sardonic views and vehemence as a critic earned him the
nickname, "Bitter Bierce".

Vein of Love
Meet the Devil of Blackthorne Manor When I was a little girl, I
dreamed a handsome knight would come and rescue me
from my wretched mother. He'd ride up on his white steed
and break the curse I've been fated to carry since the day I
was born.Funny how things changed over time. How the fairy
tale twisted into something far more crooked, darker than I
ever imagined.In reality, my knight is scarred and broken,
living alone in a castle of bones that overlooks the sea. He
isn't searching for me. He never was.Lucian Blackthorne is as
cursed as I am, and equally shunned by the locals, the fishers
of men, who believe him to be the devil in the flesh.Perhaps
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he is, with the way his amber eyes draw me in, ignite me like
an infernal blaze. And the sins he whispers in my ear are as
wickedly intoxicating as the man himself.Yet, his touch is
heaven and his will is my weakness.He calls us forbidden, an
unsalvageable tragedy, with no happy end. Maybe we are.
But in this story, he's the one who needs saving.Master of
Salt & Bones is a dark modern gothic contemporary
standalone romance.

The Trumpiad
Buried Magic
Full of action, romance, betrayal, passion, violence, and
tragedy, the timeless ancient Greek and Roman myths make
great reading. With a cast of unique characters and
unbelievable story lines, classical mythology explains
phenomena such as creation, weather, nature, and the
universe with unparalleled drama. The Everything Classical
Mythology Book is an entertaining and educational guide that
explains all the great myths and explores how they have
influenced language, art, music, psychology, and even
today's popular culture. The book tells the fascinating stories
of the gods' rise to power on Mount Olympus and of their
frequent clashes with larger-than-life heroes. Rounded out
with a helpful glossary, an index of characters, and many
reading resources, this action-packed new addition to the
Everything series brings classical mythology to life!

The Works of
Occasionally a man emerges from history without us knowing
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him. Duke Vespasiano Gonzaga (1531–91) of Sabbioneta
escaped the net of sixteenth century Italy, its history of wars
and conflicts, to fashion a life that was uniquely different. He
set out to change the way urban man lived. Importantly, he
was the first man to build a Città ideale. Sabbioneta is the
prototype of all planned cities of the modern era. As a
confidant of King Philip II of Spain and a traveller, he quickly
acquired a cosmopolitan worldview, which led him to become
a uomo universale. It was in this capacity that he designed
Sabbioneta as a genuine “little Athens.” His life was fraught
with tragedy, however. Not only did he suffer from syphilis,
but his personal troubles left him emotionally damaged. The
mysterious death of two wives, including the beautiful Diana
of Cardona, forced him to find solace in the construction of his
ideal city. As nephew to the legendary Giulia Gonzaga – and
with her encouragement – the Duke managed to forge a
career as a poet, bibliophile, antiquarian, condottiero, urban
planner and diplomat, all against the backdrop of New World
discovery, the Protestant Reformation, and the Inquisition.
This book reveals another fascinating story: Vespasiano
Gonzaga’s link to Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Like the Prince of
Denmark, he reflects the emergence of our modern
consciousness. He was a true Renaissance man whose
legacy remains with us to this day. As a self-fashioned
personality, the Duke made every attempt to place himself at
the forefront of events of his time. His life tells us a great deal
about how late-Renaissance men exteriorised their inner
world in a bid to achieve immortality.

Bright Wicked
A full length, fae fantasy romance, the first in the Bright
Wicked series. A fast-paced tale of forbidden love, sworn
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enemies, and wicked beauty.

Donovan Pasha, and Some People of Egypt —
Complete
A hero's tournament. A defiant contender. Does one girl have
the courage to take on Mount Olympus? Olympian Challenger
is the first book in a bold YA urban fantasy trilogy. If you like
Greek mythology, forbidden romance, and feats of courage,
then you'll love Astrid Arditi's heroic coming-of-age tale.

Brill’s Companion to the Reception of Plato in
Antiquity
Set in a kingdom of warring lands, demon curses, and hidden
magic, UNSPOKEN is a fantasy for fans of Maggie
Stiefvater's Mercy Falls Series and Sarah J Maas’ Throne of
Glass. "You are unbroken." Princess Isabelle of The New
Kingdom has lived her entire life in the confines of her palace.
She spends her time hunting for the poverty-stricken
Voiceless-people of the Old Kingdom who warred with her
kingdom and ultimately lost-and dreaming of a world beyond
the walls of her home. As the only remaining child of the king
and queen, she is to be married off by her eighteenth
birthday. "My father said that magic died long ago. It was evil,
cursed, and wicked. My father is a liar." When Izzy witnesses
the use of forbidden magic in the woods outside the palace,
she is attacked, and saved by an unknown man. Soon after
she discovers her rescuer is a Voiceless servant in the castle
named Fray, she befriends him to seek out the magic users
who tried to kill her. Fray agrees to help, but not before
Isabelle discovers the servant boy harbors a secret the king
has tried to bury-that he is a Gwylis, people of the old
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Kingdom who made a pact with the demons of the underworld
for the power to transform into giant ferocious wolves. But to
shift into a beast, Fray must be able to speak the words to do
so. If he is to thwart the attackers from killing her entire family,
Izzy needs to cure the ailment that took away his voice.
"Sometimes one action-one death-can spur a movement,
sway the cosmos, and move the stars." But curing Fray holds
more danger than she ever thought possible. The lies of her
parents and the risk of putting her own life on the line deems
as destructive as falling for the servant boy. If Isabelle is to
save herself and Fray, she’ll need to face enemy Gwylis,
cross paths with usurper kings and princes, and decide what
side she is on-human or wolf-or lose her kingdom forever. "I
am fearless. "Are you fearless? Read Unspoken now!

King of the Stars
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
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Ghostboy, Chameleon & the Duke of Graffiti
SOME LEGENDS ARE BETTER LEFT UNTOLD. I wasn't the
sort of girl who believed in fairytales, let alone tales about
faeries. But that changed the day Faeries came to my small
town and Hunters rose from their graves. On that fateful day, I
received a book, a peculiar collection of myths and legends.
Turns out it was so much more than stories. And just as I was
on the verge of unlocking its secrets, it was stolen from me by
someone I called a friend. Now, I don't know whom I can turn
to, whom I can trust. All I know is that there are two sides,
and I am straddling the great divide because I am both Faerie
and Hunter. And although I swore I would never choose, I am
slowly falling for one of those sides Fans of Karen Marie
Moning's Fever series will adore Wildenstein's Lost Clan
series.

Master of Salt & Bones
The Maze Runner meets The Cruel Prince with a dash of
Jumanji. Welcome back to Neverra. When my father, the King
of Neverra, forced my hand into the Cauldron to cement a
political alliance with the Farrows, I thought my night couldn't
get any worse. But lo and behold, it did. On top of being
engaged to Remo Farrow, the rudest fae in my kingdom, I
now have to repay a bargain I struck to get out of trouble. A
bargain that sends me hurtling into a world of trouble. A world
I didn't even know existed, unwelcoming and wicked, and
forever changing; a world where my powers-all of them-fail
me. The worst part is, I don't land in supernatural jail alone.
Who should follow me through the damned portal but the
bane of my existence . . . my new fiancé. Here I was,
worrying how I'd save my life, but suddenly, it's my sanity I'm
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more concerned about.

The Nature of Fragile Things
A precious treasure of lost Lemurian wisdom is found in the
forest. It is a book, clad in worn white deerskin, and within on
pages of bark is inscribed a mysterious and glowing script. It
is written in the language of the Elven Ones, who so long ago
vanished from our world. SILVER WHEEL is an exquisite
mandala of wisdom teachings from the Elven realms of
Lemuria, that declares the Golden Dawn of a New Earth. It
announces the return of the Shining Ones, and guides us into
their ancient knowledge, their harmony with the earth and
stars. ELEN TOMPKINS received these teachings during her
years of shamanic training in the forests of Wales. These
beautiful teachings offer navigational tools for the New Earth.
They activate our own otherworldly gifts and memories, and
our intuitive grace of connection to the elemental and star
realms.

The home book of verse for young folks
Phantastes
Unspoken
"Donovan Pasha, and Some People of Egypt — Complete" by
Gilbert Parker. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
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literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Raging Rival Hearts
This box set includes all three books in the USA Today
bestselling series. When romance, secrets and lies threaten
to tear twins Aster and Ivy Redd apart, they must learn to
trust and choose each other over everyone and everything
else in their lives. But how taut can the bond of sisterhood
stretch before it irreparably breaks? Discover a stunning, fastpaced series that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
Thousands of copies sold. Over a MILLION pages read. Now
you can own the entire Masterful series at a special bundle
price MYSTERY WINNER OF THE 2016 FOREWORD
INDIES BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARDS. GOLD MEDAL
WINNER OF THE 2016 MOONBEAM CHILDREN'S BOOK
AWARDS.

Fae's Deception (Queens of the Fae Book 1)
"Mind blowing! There are no words to stay how much I loved
this book! It has everything you may want: a wonderful
romance, plenty of action and magic!" - Astrid Arditi, USA
TODAY Bestselling Author of Olympian Challenger "This
book has a ton of action, romance, and amazing scenery
which will make you wish it would just keep going and going."
- Theresea Barrett, Goodreads reviewer "I can honestly say
that this is the best book in the entire Lost Clan series. And,
that's really saying something, because they're all fantastic." Page 12/21
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Tiffany Jones, Goodreads reviewer "if you're into romance,
intrigue, and some twists you really didn't see coming, you
should totally read this series. Your brain and your heart will
thank you for it." - Georgia, Goodreads reviewer

Not Another Love Song
An aspiring teenage singer finds herself playing a different
tune when she falls for a boy who could jeopardize her future
dreams in Olivia Wildenstein's romantic YA novel, Not
Another Love Song. Angie has studied music her entire life,
nurturing her talent as a singer. Now a high school senior,
she has an opportunity to break into Nashville's music scene
via a songwriting competition launched by her idol, Mona
Stone. Discouraged by her mother, who wishes Angie would
set more realistic life goals, she nonetheless pours her heart
and soul into creating a song worthy of Mona. But Angie's
mother is the least of her concerns after she meets
Reedwood High’s newest transfer student, Ten. With his
endless collection of graphic tees, his infuriating attitude,
smoldering good looks, and endearing little sister, Ten toys
with the rhythm of Angie’s heart. She’s never desired
anything but success until Ten entered her life. Now she
wants to be with him and to be a songwriter for Mona Stone,
but she can’t have both. And picking one means losing the
other.

The Hindu Pantheon
An epic poem about a man we cannot ignore.

Feather
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I WAS A PRINCESS. I WAS ENGAGED. I WAS ALMOST
IMMORTAL.

At Fault
The scene of " At Fault " is laid in Louisiana , and the creole
dialect used by Thérèse and her friends is much more
agreeable than the slang indulged in by the wealthy St . Louis
women. The tale has a somewhat pleasant flavor, and the
local color seems to be well preserved. The story ends
happily in the orthodox fashion.

The Royal Path of Life
One Prince. One Witch. One Fate. The upheaval in my life
began the moment a prince stumbled into my house and
asked me to read his fortune. Any other night, I might have
made an excuse to get him to leave, but this was no normal
visit. My fingers prickled to touch him. So, I granted his
request by handing him a single wishbone. When he snapped
it, the wish bled. Hearing me suck in a shocked breath, he
asked what it meant. Such an ominous omen could only
mean one thing: his death was imminent. Fate revealed that
he wouldn't die of natural causes. Someone wanted him
dead. Stunned by the revelation, the man I now knew as
Prince Tauren disappeared into a night I feared he wouldn't
survive. The following day, I received an invitation to the
castle. While it seemed the prince believed I could intervene
and uncover who was plotting his death, his motives didn't
stop there. I was being summoned to join twelve other women
in vying for the opportunity to be his wife and future queen.
Going could mean jeopardizing my plans to reclaim my
heritage and resurrect the House of Fate. But staying would
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guarantee Tauren's death, and the blood of his wish would be
on my hands. When Wishes Bleed is a young adult fantasy
romance perfect for fans of Adrienne Young, Cora Carmack
and Kiera Cass. Praise for When Wishes Bleed:"The
Selection meets The Hunger Games in this MUST read!" Tara Brown, International bestselling author "Witchy, witty,
and wildly addictive. Bond's twist on Fate is imaginative and
fun. Cinderella meets the Hunger Games in this magical tale
of family, tradition, and deception." ~Tish Thawer, best-selling
author of The Witches of BlackBrook series "Spell-binding
and delicious, with magic that's absolutely magnetizing. An
unforgettable story with breakneck pace, enchanting
characters and a dynamic plot. A real page-turner!" ~Misty
Provencher, author of the Cornerstone series "Casey crafted
an intricate magical tale into a masterpiece. Be ready to be
enthralled." - Mary Ting, International bestselling, awardwinning author Mary Ting "A magically phenomenal tale with
a bewitching modern spin." - Brittany Hively of Books Babble

Silver Wheel
Covering the tradition of poetry in English, this book provides
sensitive close readings of varied texts, models for
discussion, historical, social and biographical context,
suggestions for essays, and a glossary of literary terms. The
author tackles head on the difficulties students often face
when reading poetry and offers practical advice.

The Lost Clan Trilogy
Love witchy fiction? Welcome to White Haven. Avery, a witch
who lives on the Cornish coast, finds her past holds more
secrets than she ever imagined in this spellbinding mystery.
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For years witches have lived in quirky White Haven, all with
an age-old connection to the town’s magical roots, but Avery
has been reluctant to join a coven, preferring to work alone.
However, when she inherits a rune covered box and an
intriguing letter, Avery learns that their history is darker than
she realised. And when the handsome Alex Bonneville tells
her he’s been having ominous premonitions, they know that
trouble’s coming. They need to team up to uncover the truth.
Their investigations bring danger. Someone wants the past to
remain buried, and they’re willing to unleash powerful magic
to do it. If you love witches, magic, and occult mystery, you’ll
love this fast-paced series starter. Grab your copy now!

The Everything Classical Mythology Book
Jane Eyre is a novel by English writer Charlotte Brontë,
published under the pen name "Currer Bell", on 16 October
1847, by Smith, Elder & Co. of London. The first American
edition was published the following year by Harper & Brothers
of New York. The novel revolutionised prose fiction by being
the first to focus on its protagonist's moral and spiritual
development through an intimate first-person narrative, where
actions and events are coloured by a psychological intensity.
Charlotte Brontë has been called the "first historian of the
private consciousness", and the literary ancestor of writers
like Proust and Joyce.The novel is a first-person narrative
from the perspective of the title character. The novel's setting
is somewhere in the north of England, late in the reign of
George III (1760-1820). It goes through five distinct stages:
Jane's childhood at Gateshead Hall, where she is emotionally
and physically abused by her aunt and cousins; her education
at Lowood School, where she gains friends and role models
but suffers privations and oppression; her time as governess
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at Thornfield Hall, where she falls in love with her mysterious
employer, Edward Fairfax Rochester; her time in the Moor
House, during which her earnest but cold clergyman cousin,
St. John Rivers, proposes to her; and ultimately her reunion
with, and marriage to, her beloved Rochester. Throughout
these sections, the novel provides perspectives on a number
of important social issues and ideas, many of which are
critical of the status quo.

Dr. Faustus
What fans of Holly Black, Cassandra Clare, and Kresley Cole
are devouring. The Vampire Diaries with faeries. Welcome to
Rowan I wasn't the sort of girl who believed in fairytales, let
alone tales about faeries. But that changed the day Faeries
came to my small town and Hunters rose from their graves.
Discover a haunting story of love, loss, and friendship, set
between the imaginary town of Rowan and the magical world
of Neverra. This book includes Rose Petal Graves, Rowan
Wood Legends, and Rising Silver Mist. ** Does not include
spinoffs.

Olympian Challenger
"Decadent and romantic in every way, Feather exquisitely
blurs the line between good and evil." - CASEY L. BOND,
author of When Wishes Bleed It was supposed to be a quick
mission. The only thing quick about it was how rapidly I failed.
With only a month left to earn her missing feathers, twentyyear-old Leigh embarks on a trip to Paris to meet her newest
project, twenty-five-year-old Jarod Adler, leader of the
Parisian Mafia and the worst kind of sinner . . . a Triple. If
Leigh can get Jarod to accomplish a single act of kindness,
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she stands to win 100 feathers, more than enough to
complete her wings and ascend to Elysium, the land of
angels. What she doesn't count on is Jarod's dark charm
costing her feathers. She's dead set on saving him, and he's
dead set on destroying her. Until he realizes destroying her
wings is also destroying her heart. A heart he longs to hear
beat only for him. A modern ROMEO & JULIET retelling
featuring an epic sinner and the angel who'll stop at nothing
to save him. Perfect for fans of dark supernatural romance.

Rowan Wood Legends
Rising Silver Mist
"Darkness isn't one shade, sweetheart." Three centuries ago,
Molly Darling's ancestors signed a contract in blood-daemon
blood-to protect themselves from harm. On the eve she turns
nineteen, Molly leaves for her birthday party against her
parent's wishes, sick of their warnings about her "betrothal to
a demon." Except that she's very much betrothed, and he's
very much a demon-one who's only agreed to the nuptials to
use Molly's ancient daemon powers. Brash, arrogant, and
built like a Greek god, Tensley Knight keeps showing up to
save Molly from otherworldly attacks, only to insult her a
moment later. As Molly learns more about the demon world,
she realizes two things: that her family's safety depends on a
successful marriage, while any chance of freedom she'll ever
have calls for Tensley's demise. Yet sometimes Molly spots a
tortured soul beyond those liquid grey eyes, and there's no
denying the way her skin tingles when Tensley touches it. In
Vein of Love, safety requires sacrifice, foe becomes lover,
and one must decide whether to kissor to kill.
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Wuthering Heights
Brill’s Companion to the Reception of Plato in Antiquity
demonstrates the variety of ways in which ancient readers
responded to Plato, as author, as philosopher, and as leading
intellectual light, from his own pupils until the sixth century
CE.

Fortuna Sworn
We were meant to be seductive. We were designed to lure
humans in. Fortuna Sworn is the last of her kind. Her brother
disappeared two years ago, leaving her with no family or
species to speak of. She hides among humans, spending her
days working at a bar and her nights searching for him. The
bleak pattern goes on and on until she catches the eye of a
powerful faerie. He makes no attempt to hide that he desires
Fortuna. And in exchange for her, he offers something
irresistible. So Fortuna reluctantly leaves her safe existence
behind to step back into a world of creatures and power. It
soon becomes clear that she may not have bargained with
her heart, but her very life.

Jane Eyre Illustrated
I awoke one morning with the usual perplexity of mind which
accompanies the return of consciousness. As I lay and looked
through the eastern window of my room, a faint streak of
peach-colour, dividing a cloud that just rose above the low
swell of the horizon, announced the approach of the sun. As
my thoughts, which a deep and apparently dreamless sleep
had dissolved, began again to assume crystalline forms, the
strange events of the foregoing night presented themselves
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anew to my wondering consciousness. The day before had
been my one-and-twentieth birthday. Among other
ceremonies investing me with my legal rights, the keys of an
old secretary, in which my father had kept his private papers,
had been delivered up to me. As soon as I was left alone, I
ordered lights in the chamber where the secretary stood, the
first lights that had been there for many a year; for, since my
father's death, the room had been left undisturbed.

Hamlet's Ghost
Reckless Cruel Heirs
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